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AllegroU
Best Practice CTRM Training Programs and Learning Content for Your Employees
AllegroU provides Allegro customers with on-site training, a next-generation video knowledge base, and online training courses,
so you can deliver CTRM best practices to your employees at scale. The knowledge within AllegroU is built based on best
practices from working with 280 tier-1 customers for over 30 years. Upskill your employees and grow your company with the
training programs and learning content offered through AllegroU.

With AllegroU, Allegro Customers Get:
On-site Training
Instructor-led training with Allegro gives your employees direct access to Allegro subject matter experts. With Allegro On-site
Training, your employees can attend face-to-face sessions with instructors and industry peers in a classroom setting for an
interactive experience with open dialogue and Q&A. Allegro’s on-site training can take place at your company’s office or in one
of Allegro’s convenient global training facilities.
Video Knowledge Base
Allegro’s online video library is the perfect learning resource for your employees. Explore hundreds of hours of video content
relating to your industry and your employees’ day-to-day functions. Allegro consultants and partners upload videos to the Allegro
Video Knowledge Base, keeping your employees informed on CTRM best practices, new innovations, and the latest offerings from
Allegro. The Allegro Video Knowledge Base also empowers your employees to capture, edit, and create their own instructional
videos that are tailored specifically to your company, allowing you to retain your institutional knowledge in-house and upskill
your employees at scale. Utilize the AllegroU Add-on Tool inside Allegro to get context-sensitive help from Allegro’s knowledge
repositories on every view within Allegro, immediate access to relevant training materials, and instant video capture capabilities.
Online Training Courses
Learn wherever you are, whenever you have time, with expert guidance from Allegro subject matter experts. Allegro Online Training
Courses provides Allegro customers with industry-specific learning paths tied to videos in the Allegro Video Knowledge Base and
additional learning content. Let your employees take total control of when they view learning content, so they can learn when they
have time. Allegro also offers custom training programs, so you can tailor industry-specific learning to your company, provide your
employees with tests, and report on their progress.
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AllegroU
Additional Features and Benefits

Learn CTRM best practices from the leading commodity management software company
Upskill and train your employees at scale
Allow your thought leaders to capture, edit, and create custom learning content
Build, maintain, and retain institutional knowledge within your company
Learn about new features from Allegro within the Allegro Video Knowledge Base
Streamline support communications using the Allegro Video Knowledge Base capture tool
Utilize the AllegroU Add-on Tool to get context-sensitive help on every view within
Allegro’s software and immediate access to relevant training materials
Search hundreds of hours of industry-specific learning video content
Partner with Allegro to create custom learning content for your employees’ learning courses
Test and measure your employees’ learning progress

If you’re not delivering CTRM best practices to your employees at scale, you’re falling behind.

Don’t wait.

Contact your account manager or email allegromarketing@allegrodevelopment.com to find out
how AllegroU can change your business for the better.

